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Abstract. The term permissionless has established itself within the
context of blockchain and distributed ledger research to characterize protocols and systems that exhibit similar properties to Bitcoin. However,
the notion of what is meant by permissionlessness is often vague or left
implicit within the various literature, rendering it imprecise and hard to
compare. We hereby shed light onto this topic by revising research that
either incorporates or defines the term permissionless and systematically
expose the properties and characteristics that its utilization intends to
capture. Based on this review, we highlight current shortcomings and
blind spots within the available definitions. In particular, the ability to
freely perform transactions between users is often not adequately incorporated and different actor roles are left unspecified. Furthermore, the
topics of privacy and governance appear to be largely overlooked.
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Introduction

The use of the term “permissionless” in the context of blockchain and distributed
ledger research first emerged in scientific literature around 2015 (e.g.[71,63])
and has since steadily gained in popularity, finding its way into the titles of
top-tier publications.[15] Despite this relatively quick success in adoption, there
currently exists no established definition of “permissionless” and the desirable
properties and characteristics that a permissionless system should encompass.
Furthermore, many publications utilize the term without providing or pointing
toward a definition, leading to possible confusion about its intended meaning and
hampering overall comparability. This apparent lack of a common terminology is
surprising, given that permissionlessness is often attributed as the distinguishing
characteristic of Bitcoin and similar cryptocurrency systems.
In this paper we seek to render the notion of permissionlessness more explicit.
Hereby, we first systematically analyze its utilization and definitions in prior research and then extract and categorize the various properties and characteristics
that the term intends to encompass. Through an iterative process, we establish
a classification framework for definitions of the term permissionless, and apply
this framework to a well defined set of literature consisting of publications from
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8 of the top ranked security and cryptology conferences that are among the
premiere venues for presenting blockchain and distributed ledger research. The
resulting categorization includes both prevalent and unique definition elements
which we were able to extract from the various literature. We subsequently challenge current practices and beliefs regarding the classification of permissionless
blockchains and distributed ledger technologies (DLTs), and show that there exist both shortcomings, as well as possible combinations of properties within the
design space where current definitions prove inadequate or incapable of capturing important nuances. A particularly interesting observation from our analysis
of current definitions is an under-representation, or lack of consideration, regarding the ability for regular users to freely perform transactions with each other as
part of the defining characteristics of a permissionless system. Surprisingly, this
aspect is partially addressed by formal modeling approaches of Nakamoto-style
blockchains and their consensus mechanisms [20,51,1] which contain a liveness
property for transactions that guarantees their eventual inclusion as a desirable
characteristic, yet no such requirement can be found in more general definitions.
Summarizing, this paper offers the following contributions:
– A systematic exposition of the term permissionless and its definitions in
various peer reviewed literature through a classification framework we derive.
– Novel insights and arguments that challenge the current views what may be
considered a permissionless system.
– Suggestions for possible augmentations to current definitions to address
shortcomings in their ability to capture permissionlessness.
– Identification of future research directions and challenges
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The Meaning of “Permissionless” in Current Research

The scope of this work is to analyze and categorize the current utilization of
the term ’permissionless’ in the context of blockchain and distributed ledger research that is focused on the underlying technology. In the following, we first
outline the methodology consisting of 5 steps on which our analysis is based. We
then present our results, including both prevalent and unique definition elements
which we were able to extract. We point out that the notion of permissionlessness is often conflated with aspects of decentralization, the latter having already
been systematically studied, e.g., in regard to privacy [68]. However, while there
is a clear overlap in the aspects that these terms address, the term “permissionless” is much more intimately linked to Bitcoin, cryptocurrencies, and their
distributed consensus protocols. The fact that it is now widely used within this
field of research to classify blockchains and DLTs clearly warrants a more indepth discussion. We envision to expand upon this analysis by also including
the definition of permissioned systems and other properties that are used to
describe different types of blockchain and DLT systems in future work.
2.1

Analysis Method

The methodology consists of the following five steps:
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Step 1) In the first Step, we cast a wide net to establish a broad repository
composed of peer-reviewed publications, technical reports, and grey literature on
the subject of blockchain and DLTs that include the term “permissionless” in
the text body. For this, we turn to repositories dedicated to blockchain research,
3
as well as the top ranked 300 results using the search term blockchain OR
bitcoin OR cryptocurrency OR ”distributed ledger” in both, google scholar and
DBLP.4 Our data collection was hereby assisted by utilizing Zotero5 to help
scrape search results and automate the gathering of corresponding pdf files,
where publicly available. These manuscript files were then parsed using pdfgrep
to locate literature where the word “permissionless” is used within the text body.
This first selection process resulted in well over 600 potential matches, however
we point out that this includes various duplicate or closely related entries due
to different manuscript versions.
Step 2) Manual filtering of the repository from Step 1 was performed to identify
works that provide either more detailed definitions, or address the topic from
unique angles. Works were targeted that either highlight the most commonly encountered definitions and properties or contain unique or uncommon approaches
that set themselves apart. We outline that the purpose of this first round of
analysis is the discovery of a wide range of different definition approaches to
ensure that enough categories are established when specifying the classification
framework and avoid having to extend or add categories during further analyses.
Hence, we argue that such a loosely defined manual selection is acceptable in
this context. This selection yielded n = 68 manuscripts from which we extracted
both the concrete definitions, as well text passages covering the topic, to derive
a set of keywords for defining elements of, as well as important concepts related
to, the presented definition.
Step 3) We derive an initial classification framework prototype for definitions
of “permissionless” through an iterative process, based on the keywords and
concepts generated in the previous step. Subsequently, we test the ability and
effectiveness of our framework to capture meaningful aspects and dimensions
related to “permissionless” definitions by analyzing a total of n = 28 papers
selected from Step 2.
Step 4) Equipped with this novel classification framework, we set out to analyze a more precisely defined set of literature by considering publications from 8
of the top ranked security and cryptology conferences that are among the premiere venues for presenting blockchain and distributed ledger research. Available
3
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conference papers were collected from within the last 6 years (Jan. 2014 to Aug.
2020). The time range was specifically chosen as the earliest works utilizing
permissionless that we were able to identify correspond to the year 2015. Our
process for filtering relevant publications containing “permissionless” from this
collection follows analogous to Step 1 and yields a total of n = 55 works, namely
17 from the ACM SIGSAC Conference on Computer and Communications Security (CCS), 8 from the IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy (SP), 3
from the USENIX Security Symposium (USENIX), 11 from the Annual Network and Distributed System Security Symposium (NDSS), 2 from the Annual
International Cryptology Conference (CRYPTO), 4 from the Annual International Conference on the Theory and Applications of Cryptographic Techniques
(Eurocrypt), 8 from Financial Cryptography and Data Security (FC), and 2 from
the International Conference on the Theory and Application of Cryptology and
Information Security (Asiacrypt).
Step 5) Finally, the classification framework derived in Step 3 is applied to the
relevant literature from Step 4 and the results summarized in Subsection 2.2.
See Tables 1 and 2 in the Appendix for a listing of the aforementioned literature
and associated categorization artifacts.
2.2

Categorizing Definitions of “Permissionless” Related to
Blockchain and DLT Research

We first outline the components of the classification framework used to compare
and categorize different definitions that were iteratively derived. The following
elements and properties intend to capture core aspects and different focal points
in available definitions of the term permissionless. We introduce the following
6 main categories to which we ascribe different elements of the definition. The
assignment to main categories is not strictly hierarchical, meaning that different
categories may share definition elements. As an example, if a definition of permissionless contains the (hypothetical) statement “anyone can verify transactions
and mine blocks to earn fees” it is categorized both under ledger interaction as
well as trust.
– Description. In this category we place definitions and descriptions of what is
meant by “permissionless” and concrete examples given of systems or designs
that can be permissionless, e.g., Bitcoin, cryptocurrencies, or proof-of-stake.
– Actors. Here we categorize definition elements pertaining to actors and their
identities. For instance, the ability to join and leave, if the term Sybil is
mentioned, or if there are different actor roles, e.g., miners, users, anyone.
– Ledger Interaction. This category covers how definitions address any interaction with the underlying blockchain or ledger and its data and includes
items such as validation and data availability. We propose to use the following sub-categories with different actor roles akin to file-system permissions:
• Read: the ability to read previous ledger states, transactions and data.
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• Write: the ability to write to, and update, the ledger state.
• Execute: the ability to perform transactions is often described as a write
operation. We modify this view and consider a transaction to represent
a computation that may also read or write.
– Trust. In this category we collect definition elements that relate to trust, such
as (no)authorization, as well as game-theoretic aspects such as incentives or
rational behavior.
– Privacy. If elements of the definition explicitly touch on the topic of privacy
they are placed into this category.
– Other. The final category is used as an overflow bucket for unanticipated
categories or unique elements. It captures both definition elements we identified in Step 3) as relevant, yet not common enough to warrant a whole
category, as well as any other interesting or noteworthy items. After our
analysis the following items ended up being included: governance, network
layer and consensus.
In order to aid in explorative analysis, we visualize common composition elements that were used in the context of the term permissionless and its definitions
through a co-occurrence graph of the results obtained through our classification
framework, shown in Figure 1. To improve readability, we omit any data elements
from the graph that only have a single occurrence and Description was split into
definition and examples. Nodes represent both categories and their contained
and processed elements. The complete list of composition elements that serves
as the basis for this visualization is provided in the Appendix in Tables 1 and 2.

3

Are Current Definitions Adequate?

We hereby iterate over the results from analyzing publications from 8 top ranked
conference venues that contain the term “permissionless” within its text body or
title using our classification framework and discuss their relationship in regard
to current definitions and descriptions of permissionless. Of the reviewed 55
publications that contain the term, only 20 (≈36%) provide a more concrete
definition (6 in CCS, 4 in SP, 1 in USENIX, 4 in NDSS, 1 in CRYPTO, 3 in
Eurocrypt, 0 in FC, 1 in Asiacrypt).
3.1

Discussion of Classification Results based on Categories

Descriptions We observe that while ≈ 64%(35) of the considered works provide practical examples of permissionless systems only ≈ 36%(20) offer concrete definitions. Overall ≈ 51%(28) consider Bitcoin to be such an example and
≈ 36%(20) include other systems and approaches such as Ethereum, proof-ofstake (PoS), or variants of Byzantine fault tolerance (BFT) protocols. While
we believe that providing concrete examples for permissionless systems can be
helpful, their concrete design considerations are often not homogeneous enough
to make the properties of what is meant by “permissionless” clear, and their
designs may also be subject to change, such as the intended transition from
proof-of-work to PoS in Ethereum.
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Fig. 1. Results of proposed categorization framework for descriptions and definitions
related to the term “permissionless” gathered from 8 top ranked security conferences,
visualized as a co-occurence graph with single-count elements excluded.

Actors Here, ≈ 31%(17) of papers mention the ability to join and leave as
an element of permissionlessness, while those that also provide a concrete definition include it 70%(14) of the time. The closely related term open appears
in ≈ 15%(8) of all works in this context. Actor models are currently not made
very explicit and usually encompass a single actor category that is responsible
for all interactions, which is sometimes described using terms such as anyone
≈ 11%(6). Out of the analyzed works ≈ 4%(2) of descriptions are phrased such
that they suggest the existence of more than one actor role within the system.
We find this surprising, given that more than half of the papers rely on Bitcoin
as an example, which defines different actor roles, namely full network nodes
and simplified payment verification (SPV), whose abilities and underlying trust
assumptions differ (see Appendix A). The utilization of SPV wallets is nowadays
widespread in most cryptocurrencies, yet the definitions of “permissionless” currently do not adequately capture this difference in user interaction, raising the
question if the intended meaning of permissionless extends to both roles. In light
of research targeted at both attacking and improving the security of such light
client implementations [50], we believe it is important for definitions of permissionless to more explicitly capture and consider all of the different possible actor
models within such systems.
Our argument regarding different actor models is further strengthened by
research on cryptocurrency mining and its decentralization[22,37], suggesting a
stronger distinction between the actor roles for reaching agreement and writing
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to the ledger, and those actors that merely wish to execute transactions. Indeed, at the current mining difficulty level of the Bitcoin network (01.01.2021),
even if dedicated hardware capable of performing 100 TerraHashes per second
is employed, a participant would in expectation be able to partake in Bitcoin’s
consensus mechanism by successfully solo-mining a block roughly once every 25
years.6 Users may hence pool together to form mining pools, however while there
exist proposals for pooled mining where individual participants could in principle influence the pool’s block proposal [6], or render it more trustless through
smart contracts [37], the current predominant mode of operation delegates all
trust and permissions to the mining pool operators, whose actions and behavior
may not always be transparent and accountable [26,57].
Ledger Interaction Our results show that ≈ 29%(16) of the total, and 40%(8)
of papers with concrete definitions, include aspects from this category in their
descriptions. Based on our analysis, as well as the larger body of literature we
reviewed to derive our framework, we believe that many current definitions of
“permissionless” contain a blind spot within the execute sub-category that is not
immediately apparent. Specifically, we find that the intended ability for users to
meaningfully interact with the system by performing transactions between each
other is not adequately captured. We derive this intended property on the one
hand from the descriptions within the Bitcoin whitepaper [45], and on the other
hand from the fact that a majority of works use it as an example of a permissionless system (see Appendix A). Interestingly, many works that formally analyze
Nakamoto consensus (e.g. [20,51,1]) actually touch on this topic by defining a
liveness property which guarantees that transactions from honest participants
are included in the common prefix of the ledger within some upper time bound
∆. It would seem appropriate to also adopt such a transaction liveness property
to definitions of “permissionless”. However, we note that to achieve such transaction liveness in practice either the size of blocks must be unbounded, or the rate
at which transactions can be spawned limited, both of which raise new and interesting questions how to meaningfully define permissionlessness in the context
of transactions. A closely related problem are possible attacks on transaction
ordering or exclusion by consensus participants [12,19,28], which follows a long
line of research on bribing attacks [25] and may also negatively affect users. It is
still unclear how definitions of permissionlessness should meaningfully capture
these game-theoretic aspects.
Trust Within our trust category commonly found description elements address
miners, transactions, mention of no trusted third parties (TTPs), verification
and incentives. Our analysis hence highlights the seemingly obvious, namely
that definition elements of the notion of permissionless which relate to trust
6

Based on the mining difficulty of 18599593048299 and a device capapble of 100TH/s
the expected time for finding a Bitcoin block is 18599593048299 ∗ 232 /(1014 ∗ 60 ∗
60 ∗ 24) = 9245.907854323283 hours ≈ 25 years.
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would also contain references to transactions, the miners that process them,
and their incentives. It is interesting to note that while several definitions of
“permissionless” acknowledge the actor role of miners, most specify that every
participant actually is a miner and do not make any further distinctions.
Privacy A surprising result from our analysis is an apparent lack of definition
elements that more concretely include privacy aspects in their descriptions of
permissionless. In total only four works, which all provide definitions of permissionless, contain elements we place into the privacy category, meaning ≈ 7%(4)
of all and respectively ≈ 18%(4) of works with definitions cover this angle. The
elements leading to their categorization mostly relate to anonymity or the lack
of pre-established identities. In regard to privacy and permissionlessness, we are
inspired [58] to the following interesting line of thought: By providing indistinguishably and privacy through cryptographic techniques, such as zero-knowledge
protocols, strong notions of permissionlessness may not only be achievable in
privacy-oriented cryptocurrencies [59,48] but may also apply to users of systems
that are controlled by trusted third parties. In such cases operators may only
be able to indiscriminately deny their service to all interacting parties or none.
A deeper understanding of the interplay between privacy preserving techniques
and their potential ability to affect the permissionlessness of a system is hence
also of relevance and could lead to more refined definitions.
Other One of the main aspects that was not adequately covered through the
framework’s categories is the topic of consensus. Nakamoto consensus is arguably
one of Bitcoin’s core innovations and scientific contributions [7,61], which is
reflected by the many works that either seek to analyze and formalize [20,51,1]
or build and extend upon its concepts [3]. We believe that for future analysis
this should be used as a full category in the categorization framework.
Another highly relevant, yet largely overlooked aspect of permissionlessness
is the topic of governance, which is not meaningfully touched by any of the
herein considered definitions. Capturing the ability to modify protocol rules and
functionalities, thereby possibly changing core elements that define if it can be
considered permissionless, present an interesting challenge when defining permissionlessness. Again, this issue strongly relates to a lack of more concise actor roles. However, on-chain programmatic approaches to governance [23,49,55],
both on the protocol level or in the form of smart contracts, present an interesting outlook how such aspects could be more clearly defined and captured within
future definitions of permissionless.
3.2

Limitations of Analysis

We highlight several limitations and shortcomings that are inherent to our chosen
approach. The establishment of our classification framework and its categories
was exploratory in nature and may not have captured all relevant aspects. To
combat this, we intentionally selected a wider body of literature as the basis for
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its creation. Given this large volume of considered literature, it was infeasible to
capture, in-depth, the intended meaning of the term “permissionless” if it was
not clearly outlined within its text. Further, if a publication exclusively utilized
another descriptor, such as “decentralized” or “open” it was not considered by
our analysis. Another aspect to consider is that some papers primarily target
a specific topic related to permissionlessness, such as the previously mentioned
topic of consensus, and may hence intentionally not cover all aspects.

4

Future Outlook and Conclusion

We have raised the question whether current definitions of “permissionless” are
adequate and through our analysis and discussion come to the conclusion that
several aspects either fall short in their intended meaning, or do not capture
vital elements. By shining light on how the term is currently used, and exposing possible shortcomings and blind spots, a broader community discussion the
subject matter may be sparked. Finding a more concise definition would not
only benefit comparability between literature, but could also focus attention on
aspects, such as enabling any user of a “permissionless” system to freely transact
without being exposed to possible censorship- and transaction-ordering attacks
from miners, all the while respecting her privacy.
Beyond this immediate goal also lie several interesting future research challenges. The ability to implement higher layer applications and interoperability
measures [43] on top of distributed ledgers raises the question how they may affect the current permissions of actors within such systems. Similarly, smart contract capable platforms allow users to augment a system’s properties such as its
privacy [8]. Finally, our analysis has shown that the various properties intended
to be captured by the term “permissionless” do not readily lend themselves for
a Boolean answer, raising legitimate doubts to its usefulness as a descriptor.
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A

Bitcoin Design Goals and Actor Roles

The term permissionless is largely used to describe protocols that have the same
or similar properties to Bitcoin. It hence follows that we should re-iterate over
important goals and properties of the original Bitcoin whitepaper [45]. Hereby
it is not our intention to analyze the fundamental properties of Bitcoin’s protocol construction in detail, as there already exist numerous excellent works that
formally discuss this topic [20,51,1]. We stress that this is our interpretation of
the original intentions in light of a decade’s worth of developments within this
research field, as Bitcoin’s authors remain pseudonymous and unavailable for
further clarification to this date.
The core goal of the Bitcoin protocol is to allow parties to transact with each
other while avoiding the double-spending problem without requiring a trusted
third party, over the internet in a peer-to-peer setting. Participants should be
able to join and leave the protocol execution at will and do not need to be
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identified, meanwhile their transactions should enjoy both temporal persistence
and resistance to tampering. As stated by Nakamoto:
“What is needed is an electronic payment system based on cryptographic
proof instead of trust, allowing any two willing parties to transact directly with each other without the need for a trusted third party.”
To this end, Bitcoin proposes a solution to the double-spending problem in
a peer-to-peer network by establishing a distributed timestamping service to
record an ordered public history of transactions that is based on proof-of-work,
in which the majority of computational power is assumed to be controlled by
honest participants.
Actor Roles The actors, or nodes, within this system are allowed to join and
leave the protocol execution at any time, and it is clearly distinguished between
SPV nodes and full network nodes. The distinction between the two is made as
SPV nodes do not perform a full verification of the correctness of the ledger state,
and instead outsource some of this trust to full nodes under the assumption that
the majority of computational power is controlled by honest nodes.
“It is possible to verify payments without running a full network node.
A user only needs to keep a copy of the block headers of the longest
proof-of-work chain, . . . He can’t check the transaction for himself, but
by linking it to a place in the chain, he can see that a network node has
accepted it, and blocks added after it further confirm the network has
accepted it. As such, the verification is reliable as long as honest nodes
control the network, but is more vulnerable if the network is overpowered
by an attacker.”
A further subtle differentiation between actor roles is made by considering the
possibility that full nodes may discard previous spent transactions to reclaim disk
space. This proposal raises interesting questions, as it opens up the possibility to
a situation where all nodes may discard previous transactions, thereby preventing
a new node from fully verifying the correctness of the ledger up to a particular
point in time.
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Table 1. Categorization results from Step 5 of the herein proposed analysis method (see Section 2.1). The symbol B represents Bitcoin,
Ξ represents Ethereum, PoS stands for Proof-of-Stake, PoX stands for Proof-of-X, BFT for Byzantine Fault Tolerance, Sci signifies
examples from academia, NC stands for Nakamoto consensus, CC means Cryptocurrencies, ND is short for ‘no defined set of nodes’,
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Table 2. (cont.) Categorization results from Step 5 of the herein proposed analysis method (see Section 2.1). The symbol B represents
Bitcoin, Ξ represents Ethereum, PoS stands for Proof-of-Stake, PoX stands for Proof-of-X, BFT for Byzantine Fault Tolerance, Sci
signifies examples from academia, NC stands for Nakamoto consensus, CC means Cryptocurrencies, ND is short for ‘no defined set of
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